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Abstract: With the recent growth of smart phone services, it is envisioned that mobile will be the key driver toward Future Internet (FI). In this paper we present a security enhancement for the Mobile-Oriented Future Internet (MOFI) architecture, which
considers mobile nodes as default nodes in FI. The security enhancement proposed
here is introduced as a new functional block that extends the architecture with secure
identification (SEID) of communication participants. We also analyze the behavior of
SEID in terms of the binding update and packet delivery costs.
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1. Introduction
With the wide popularity of smart phones and general mobile devices (sensor networks),
the Internet has rapidly changed from fixed-based to mobile-based. This trend is going
to dominate the future, with more than 1.6 billion of 2014, exceeding the number of
desktop users [1]. The current Internet model, and its patch-on extensions, is fixed-host
centric, so the mobile-based environment is a primary factor to be incorporated to the
Future Internet (FI).
Being tightly integrated to the current Internet, the Mobile IP (MIP) [2] and its
variants does not fit with this mobile-centric view because they still relay on a fixedhost environment. However, some approaches that provide decoupling of identifier and
locator (aka. ID/LOC split) are defined to mitigate this problem. Both the Host
Identity Protocol (HIP) [3] and the Locator-Identifier Separation Protocol (LISP) [4],
propose to decouple identifiers from locators and provide some handover mechanisms
to support mobility but they still consider the network nodes as fixed hosts.
The limitations of the approaches introduced above have caused the appearance of
some clean-slate approaches. For instance, the AKARI project [5] of the NICT of Japan
has defined the HIMALIS architecture [6], which provides ID/LOC split with less footprint than LISP or HIP. However, this proposal also lacks in the specific consideration
of mobile nodes by default and in the definition of security and privacy protection,
which is starting to be addressed in [7].
On the contrary, as deeply commented in Section 2., the architecture proposed by
MOFI [8] is centered around mobile devices, considering mobility the default behavior
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of the FI. It is primarily built with three functional blocks: 1) host ID and network
LOC, 2) global ID-based communication with local LOC-based delivery in the data
plane, and 3) search-based distributed mobility control in the control plane. With
them, it builds a architecture with complete separation of control and data planes and
integrated mobility and multihoming support. The main limitation we find in this
approach is the lack of security. In this paper, we propose to enhance this architecture
by the introduction of the secure identification functional block (SEID) that enhances
MOFI with identity-based negotiations of networking security aspects, primarily the
identification of communication participants (entities), as previously addressed in [9].
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. First, in Section 2. we describe
the MOFI architecture. In Section 3. we discuss the integration of SEID over MOFI.
In Section 4. we analyze the behavior of SEID, and in Section 5. we conclude the paper
and discuss some points about the future work.

2. MOFI Architecture
As commented above, MOFI is designed with three functional blocks. First, the IDLOC separation with Host Identifier and Network Locator (HINLO) [10] functional
block meets with the separation of host identifier from network locator, an essential
requirement for FI. In the data plane, the packet delivery is accomplished by Global
ID-based communication and Local LOC-based delivery (GIC-LLD) which separates
the delivery mechanism of access network (AN) and backbone network. For mobility
control, MOFI uses the Search-based Distributed Mobility Control (SDMC) [11] in the
control plane, which meets with the FI requirements of separation of control and data
delivery functions and the distribution of mobility control.
MOFI basically assumes the host-based communication that is already adopted in
current Internet. The Host Identifier and Network Locator (HINLO) functional block
is used to support ID/LOC split, in which independent host ID (HID) is employed and
separated from locator (LOC).
The mobility control is performed by the Search-based Distributed Mobility Control
(SDMC) functional block, which provides search-based and distributed signaling operations based on the distributed mobility management presented in [12]. It naturally
implies the separation of control plane from data plane. This search-based mobility
control may induce a certain amount of delay for LOC query signaling. However, such
an initial signaling delay may be negligible in the session setup phase. In case of handover, the LOC binding will be updated directly between the two concerned ARs for
route optimization.
The Global ID Communications and Local LOC Delivery (GIC-LLD) functional
block provides the possibility for each host to have a global HID with several LOCs used
for packet delivery in each network. Each LOC is used locally in the networks, without
any assumption on global uniqueness. In GIC-LLD, the packet delivery operations have
two stages, i.e. access networks and backbone. On it, communication between two hosts
is performed with HIDs, whereas LOCs are used for packet delivery inside the Access
Network (AN) and through the Internet backbone. The SDMC control operation is
used to find appropriate LOC for each HID in each network.
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3. Secure Identification (SEID) over MOFI
Due to the security limitations we find in MOFI we propose to integrate it a new
functional block, the secure identification (SEID). It is responsible to securely mediate
in the resolution of HIDs from host names (or identities) and the resolution of LOCs
from HIDs. With it, networked entities can be securely identified by means of their
digital identity but, if specified in their security policies, entities can communicate
without revealing any information about their true identity, not even their activities,
so they cannot be traceable. This is the normal operation of SEID, so even when
communications are not encrypted, it prevents the traceability and provides attributebased negotiation of sessions to enhance privacy. Also, when desired, an entity may
change its HID to prevent session linkability.

Figure 1: Domain Trusted Entity Infrastructure for secure identification
The basic mechanism behind SEID is the identity plane, a security-oriented and
identity-based control plane, which, as shown in Figure 1, is built with the Domain
Trusted Entity Infrastructure (DTEi) [13, 14] described below. It can be used by any
network entity, both communication participants and infrastructure elements to negotiate network security parameters while protecting their identities.
The DTEi is a network infrastructure that keeps and protects the identities of communication participants while allowing the identity-based negotiations of the security
aspects of communications. In order to get a full coverage of the identity space, we propose to deploy a diﬀerent element in each administrative (identity) or network domain,
connected to the distributed overlay network that forms the DTEi. In summary, the
DTEi is therefore a completely distributed system to securely and privately manage the
identity information of the several entities taking part of the communications.
The functionality provided by the DTEi is then used to define a new control plane,
the identity plane, to negotiate many aspects of the network, such as the permissions
of a communications to cross a network, the establishment of security associations,
etc. Figure 2 shows the shape of the DTEi and its interactions. On the left it depicts
how DTEi is formed from diﬀerent elements connected in a overlay ring to form the
infrastructure and indicates how to connect it with other architectures, such as MOFI,
the architecture we are considering in this paper. On the right side it shows the basic
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Figure 2: Overview of Domain Trusted Entity Infrastructure (DTEi) and message exchanges
message exchanges used in security negotiations. Below we describe the most important
aspects of the DTEi.
3.0.1 Overlay Network
As commented above, the DTE infrastructure is composed by many DTE instances
connected to form an overlay network. This way, the whole infrastructure is totally distributed and the instances can reach each other without even knowing their underlying
identifiers or addresses. There are many ways to build the overlay network, we decided
to use the routing algorithm found in Chord [15], because its simplicity, and improved
with LPRS [16].
3.0.2 Operations
The main operations supported by the DTE infrastructure are, as commented above,
the identity-based negotiations. We support two types of negotiations: the permission
request to access a resource and the attribute request to obtain the value of an attribute
from an entity. Both operations can use the attribute query when required by policies,
that is, attribute requests from a responder to an initiator can be used anytime during
a negotiation. The permission request operation is used to perform an attribute-based
authorization procedure and get access to a resource that is represented by an identity
while the attribute request is used to perform a plain attribute-based negotiation.
3.0.3 Authentication and Security
The negotiations performed by the DTEs are delicate and they must be conducted
in a secure way and under mutual authentication of the parties taking part of the
negotiation, so they can be sure that those parties are who claim to be and no other
entity can see any exchange of their negotiations.
In order to achieve the mutual authentication in a fast and reliable way we propose
to use only one exchange (round-trip) and be based on digital (public key) certificates of
the DTEs that communicate. To be sure this is performed in a trusted manner, we propose to trust only in the entities that hold the private key of certificates issued/signed
by a trusted certification authority (CA), like in X.509 used by Private Key Infrastructures (PKIs), or certificates signed by itself or by N trusted entities, like in the Web of
Trust concept used by PGP. The two models denote the centralized and decentralized
(distributed) trust models.
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4. Analysis
To analyze the performance of the Secure Identification (SEID) approach, we compare
the behavior of the MOFI architecture with SEID over MOFI. In order to facilitate
the analysis we build a mathematical model of both approaches. As the mobility is an
essential part of the architecture, the model includes the binding update cost (BUC)
together with the packet delivery cost (PDC), so the total cost (TC) is represented
as T C = BU C + P DC. The importance of the comparison is because, in SEID over
MOFI, the ARs need to also update the DTE infrastructure, so the BUC is of the SEID
approach is slightly increased. It adds a new control exchange that logarithmically
depends on the number of ARs deployed in the network.
To build the equations of the model we use the following parameters: 1) Pk is the
processing cost for binding update or location lookup at node k, which is proportional
to the number of active hosts in the domain. This can apply to PAR and PHA ; 2) Ta-b is
the transmission cost of a packet between two nodes (a and b) in the network, which is
proportional to the number of hops between the concerned two nodes. This can apply
to TMN-AR , TAR-HA , and TAR-AR ; 3) α is the unit cost of packet transmission per hop;
4) β is the unit cost of location binding or lookup per database entry; 5) Ha-b is the
hop count between nodes a and b in the network; 6) NAR is the number of ARs in the
network; 7) NHost/AR is the number of hosts per AR; 8) Scontrol is the size of a control
packet; 9) Finally, Sdata is the size of a data packet.
The SEID functional block diﬀerentiates between host DTE and visited DTE. So,
there are two diﬀerent variables to measure: local BUC and remote BUC, whose equations are as follows:
BU CMOFI+SEID-local =
= Scontrol × 2TMN-AR + Scontrol × 2TAR-DTE + PDTE
= Scontrol × 2α(HMN-AR + HAR-DTE ) + β(NHost/AR ).
BU CMOFI+SEID-remote =
= Scontrol × 2TMN-AR + Scontrol × 2TAR-DTE + Scontrol × 4TDTE-DTE + 2PDTE
= Scontrol × 2α(HMN-AR + HAR-DTE + 2[HDTE-DTE × log2 (HAR )]) + 2β(NHost/AR ).

(1)

(2)

The packet delivery cost of SEID over MOFI also involves the communication
through DTEi to perform the attribute-based negotiation, which is necessary to enhance privacy and security requirements to the communication, as well as to reveal
the actual locator (LOC) of a node. It also diﬀerentiates between local and remove
operations. Thus, the PDC can be obtained as follows:
P DCMOFI+SEID-local =
= Sdata × TCN-AR + Scontrol × 2TAR-DTE + Scontrol × 4TDTE-DTE + 2PDTE +
+ Scontrol × 2TAR-DTE + Sdata × TAR-AR + Sdata × TMN-AR
= Sdata × αHCN-AR + Scontrol × 2αHAR-DTE + Scontrol × 4αHDTE-DTE × log2 (NAR )+
+ 2β(NHost/AR ) + Scontrol × 2αHAR-DTE + Sdata × αHAR-AR + Sdata × αHMN-AR .
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P DCMOFI+SEID-remote =
= Sdata × TCN-AR + Scontrol × 2TAR-DTE + Scontrol × 4TDTE-DTE + 2PDTE +
+ Scontrol × 2TDTE-DTE + PDTE + Scontrol × 2TAR-DTE + Sdata × TAR-AR + Sdata × TMN-AR
(4)
= Sdata × αHCN-AR + Scontrol × 2αHAR-DTE + Scontrol × 4αHDTE-DTE × log2 (NAR )+
+ 2β(NHost/AR ) + Scontrol × 2αHDTE-DTE × log2 (NAR ) + β(NHost/AR )+
+ Scontrol × 2αHAR-DTE + Sdata × αHAR-AR + Sdata × αHMN-AR .
Based on the above equations, we have two diﬀerent variables for the total cost of
the security enhancements (SEID) of MOFI, they are:
T CMOFI+SEID-local = BU CMOFI+SEID-local + P DCMOFI+SEID-local
T CMOFI+SEID-remote = BU CMOFI+SEID-remote + P DCMOFI+SEID-remote

(5)

Once the above equations are formulated, we set the parameters to typical values,
as used in [10], which are as follows: NHost/AR = 100 (range from 10 to 1000), NAR = 10
(range from 10 to 100), HAR-AR = 3, HDTE-DTE = 3, α = 0.5ms, β = 0.2ms, HMN-AR = 1,
HCN-AR = 1, HAR-DTE = 1, Sdata = 1024 (bytes), and Scontrol = 1024 (bytes).
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Figure 3: Analysis results for the variation of NHost/AR for the equations of SEID over MOFI
in comparison with MOFI.
In Figure 3 we can see that SEID approach adds a little overhead to MOFI and
remains constant, independently of the value of the number of hosts per AR. In contrast,
in Figure 4 we see that SEID over MOFI grows logarithmically because it only involves
the necessary ARs to build the DTE overlay network.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The mobility is the most envisioned feature in Future Internet (FI) but the current
Internet was originally designed for fixed networks. In this paper we presented the
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Figure 4: Analysis results for the variation of NAR for the equations of SEID over MOFI in
comparison with MOFI.
security enhancement of MOFI, a new architecture for FI that considers mobile nodes
as the default case and which provides a set of distinctive features. However, it is diﬃcult
to achieve many security requirements in the current Internet because security was not
considered at design time. Thus, we propose to enhance MOFI with the SEID functional
block built with the DTE infrastructure [13, 14], a security oriented infrastructure that
provides the identity-based negotiation of security aspects. We also analyzed the impact
of the secure identification functional component to show its performance behavior and
found it feasible for a FI architecture.
For future work, we propose to continue with the security integration, as shown
in [14] and the interaction with other network architectures for FI, as shown in [7].
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